GREASES

PETROFER HIGH-PERFORMANCE NEW TECHNOLOGY SPECIAL GREASES
By making a clear difference to the other products, Petrofer Greases;
• Create a clear difference to the other products with their superior load carrying capacity, excellent resistance to water, scale, acid and detergent;

PRODUCT

APPLICATION

PETROGREASE TAMOS SERIES

PETROGREASE TAMOS Series are calcium soap thickened greases that are suitable
for use on the bearings which are not operating under heavy load, the operating
speed is low and the operating temperature does not exceed 80 °C.

PETROGREASE SANUS SERIES

PETROGREASE SANUS Series are lithium soap thickened, multi-purpose greases recommended for the bearings working under light-medium load and spin.

PETROGREASE SANUS EP SERIES

PETROGREASE SANUS EP Series are lithium soap thickened greases which
have outstanding load carrying capacity recommended for the bearings working
under severe condition such as heavy load and water.

PETROGREASE DORADA EP SERIES

PETROGREASE DORADA EP Series are lithium complex soap thickened greases
which can be used as long life grease in roller bearings, water pumps, electric
motors, couplings, cardan joints, and in general wherever high efficiency greases are
needed with severe requirements.

PETROGREASE MARTELLO SERIES

PETROGREASE MARTELLO Series are calcium sulfonate based greases which have
higher dropping point, making them attractive for some high-temperature applications. They are recommended for low speed bearings, hot rolling mills, protection
of parts in sea ambiences, horn and various mechanisms on vessels and boats,
mechanisms in general exposed to high temperatures variations from -15 to 160°C,
bearings and mechanisms soaked in tap or sea waters, chains and drives in general
in corrosive sea ambiences, lubrication of steel continuous casting and animal feed
pelletiser granulators.

• Reduce the amount of greasing and accordingly reduce your consumption considerably,
• Extend the greasing period,
• Extend maintenance periods and reduce maintenance costs by increasing bearing life,
• Prevent workforce loss and reduce downtime,
• Are also very resistant to washing with water, reduce your grease waste and significantly improve your waste treatment costs.
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